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w ""HEN Jonathan died, Ms
friend David sang a song

jut him which come down
us in the Bible (II Sam. 1:17-27- ),

a a' sample not only of David's
:.ius as a man's poet, as a
m in the literature of frlend-r- .'
'p. The curious feature of it is

fat at the time of Jonathan's
t rath David was f
technically and
actually a rebel
against the gov-

ernment in which
Jonathan was
eti officer. The
army, in the de-

feat of which
Jonathan was
killed, would

0

round

has

but

have been ' sent Dr. Foreman
against David except that the

' rtdlistines were at the moment
Tubllc Enemy Number One. And
In fact David was officially an
ally, of those same .Philistines
whose troops crushed Jonathan's.

Strange background for friend-- -

ship! No friendship has stood the
lV.al test unless it is a friendship
"in spite of what tries to break it
up; easy-goin-g friendship may not
.be very strong when the test
comes. '

U ?;!: el rivalry -

One thing that breaks up friend-
ships in a hurry is a situation in
which both friends are rivals
for a Job, for a promotion, for a
Eirl, for money. Now Jonathan
was David's rival for the most
important (and glamorous, too)
job in their country: nothing less
than being ' King. Jonathan was
the Crown Prince, David only a
commoner; but David had the

: backing of the prophet Samuel.
This meant that David had the
approval of God, for that high
place, as Jonathan did not. It was
harder for Jonathan not to be
jealous of David than for David
not to be Jealous ofv Jonathan. But
Jonathan was David's good friend
in - spite of that. ' Sometimes a
friendship, well started, will keep

right on when a rivalry opens up.
Cut is not so often that men al-

ready rivals will become friends.
Jonathan knew from the start that
David had bis eye on the thror.
for when first Jonathan heard
him, he was trying out for bid
sister's hand in marriage. East-
ern courts being what they wer,
and still arc; that ordinarily e. " 1

trouble for the future; but not ' '

Jonathan. . Win or lose, he was
still a friend.
1.1 Z;'.a tha Faud .

'

Another thing has spoiled many
a budding friendship: family in-

terference. For years, all Jona-- ,
than could have heard at home
about David wa nothing good.
Caul hated the very sight of
David, and in fact tried over and
over, again to kill him or get him
killed- - It reached the point where
cnce'at dinner when David's name
was mentioned, and Jonathan of-

fered a perfectly senbible, excuse
far his not being there, King Saul
broke out in a red rage, Insult-
ing Jonathan' and his mother be-

sides, all because Jonathan was
acting decently about David.

' What yeur family says about pea-pi- e

the preacher, the school teach-
er, the mayor, the President, or
the next door neighbor .is hard
to get away from It's hard to see
good in people when those closest
to you see nothing but meanness.
It takes a real friend to be able
to listen to slander by the ear-ful- l,

and not believe a wor of it.
It takes a pretty strong back-
bone to run the risk of breaking
with your" family in order to stand
by somebody they don't like but
who you know is worth two of you.

"is xf Inferiority
Jonathan was, as the stories

about him show, a popular man,
and an able one. He would have
made a' better king than Saul ; . .

but not better than David. lie
knew this. For all his popularity,
he was less popular than David.
The people loved Jonathan, but
most of them could sea that David
would make a better leader of
the nation. If Jonathan found this
hard to take, he said not a word
about it. that any one remembered.
He did not. get himself all choked
vp in an "inferiority eomplex."
It is easier to.be a good friend
to people less able than yourself,
less good-lookin- less popular, less
anything good, than it is to be a
goi 1 friend to some one who, on
most counts, cutrates you.

All friends wish their . friends
well. Cut the acid test of friend-:'.- ',

is this: Can you wish your
f wcU when you know that
1 ::3 suceoss means your eclipse?
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Lcrc are scales and rule and beaker. not
a thousand for can on the

scales and read the record now. Mister, worth
can be measured today. If you move out of

the community, would you be missed?
What contribution you been making to the church?
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Dentist
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HENRY RIDDLE
Building Contractor
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NOLTE FLOWERS
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JEFFERSONTOWN : KENTUCKY
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